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Any business is familiar not only for its dedication and perseverance but also for its easy flow of
finance which especially handle by a financial institution like Bank or any other professional private
financer. PFI - private finance initiative is the origin of this type of financial institutions or financing
agency.  Every institution or agency has some rules and regulations for granting a loan to the
appealing person or concern after scrutinizing their previous records of economic policy and
financial transactions related to any loan account or so. They also demand for getting the whole list
of assets and the perfect procedure of recovery of the granted loan amount. If they are introducing
themselves for the first time in the business world then the verification certificate from a reputed
concern is must be essential to submit to the Bank or lending institution.

The procedure of this type of verifications is called Due Diligence. One of the leading CDM
Coordinator and Due Diligence experts like Currie Brown always accept the assignment cordially
and handle the situation very carefully and finally submit the verification certificate to the appropriate
Bank or concern on behalf of you according to your appeal.

In the era of Globalization tremendous competition is going on every now and then between private
sector and public sector not only for quantity but also for quality, time, money, and reputation, which
only depends on dedication, infrastructure, manpower, honesty, conviction and attitude. Currie
Brown always maintains all these things in their PFI projects. They have already done a PFI
Hospital project in Mexico City. It is a grand success to them.

PFI - projects are always running in a profitable way because of its highly trained labor,
sophisticated technology, far-sighted future plan, dedicated coordination, and time bound frame
work .For example if a health project or a college building construction is accepted under the PFI
scheme, it is completed approximately within 4 years but the same project will take near about 8
years by the supervision of a renowned government contractor so project cost also be raised in
double than PFI project. Another reason for minimizing the project cost always depends upon the
comparison between the salary of the private sector and the public sector employees.

The employee and the employer of a PFI construction project hold a smile in their face when they
are serving for their client which accelerate their capability power for photo finish of the job, but the
same of the public sector smile awkwardly when they handle their client, lack of concentration,
negligence in duty, rough behavior in conversation, and every thing effects their reputation in the
long run.

Gradually, the area of PFI project is expanding from general to Ministry of Defense sector like
Headquarters building, Training for pilot and sailorsâ€™ barracks, and an Areal refueling service station.

Currie Brown is always awaken to maintain their quality in every PFI project and concentrate the
matter whether public interest is always restored by a particular PFI contract and it must be as
beautiful in shape and as scenario.
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To know more about asset management and construction management, you can log in
curriebrown.com, where you will get an extensive arrangement of necessary information on a PFI, a
CDM Coordinator and many more.
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